Mark 13:1 - 37

Destruction of the Temple Announced :1 - 2

Disciples' Questions / Jesus' Answers :3 - 32

When? Beginnings of Sorrows  
Personal Dangers  
Unprecedented Tribulation

Sign? Post-Tribulation Days  
Parable of the Fig Tree

No One Knows

Final Exhortation :33 - 37
The Abomination of Desolation

Daniel 8:13

Daniel 9:24 - 27

Daniel 11:31

Daniel 12:11

Matthew 24:15

Mark 13:14
Interpretive Views of Daniel 9:24 - 27

- Symbolic periods of time - 9:2  
  70yrs x 7 = 490  
  Lev. 26:18 - 28

- Literal periods of time

  “Early Fulfillment”
  – – –  
  – Antiochus IV (Epiphanes)

First Advent
  – – –  
  – time of Christ + shortly after  
  1st century

Second Advent
  – – –  
  – partially fulfilled in 1st century  
  more to be fulfilled at  
  Christ's second advent
'For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.' Rev. 19:10

Revealer of Truth (entire passage)

God – man :26 :32

Powerful Son of Man :26

Glorious Son of Man :26

Word of God, Whose words are true :31

Electing God :20, 22, 27

True Messiah :5 - 6